OPEN GOLF AMERICA at OGATOUR.org
Why Is OGATOUR.org?
Aspiring golfers, especially those who cannot claim amateur status or PGA association,
need frequent accessible competition where the top performers can receive cash awards
to help defray the costs of development. The top performers should be compensated for "setting the bar" for the
lesser skilled players. Tournaments scores along with other results such as swing videos,
should be well publicized via the new media. Higher levels of play open only to the qualified players
with no exemptions should offer higher levels of compensation to the top performers.
The players need a more accessible system which develops, rewards, and advances excellent tour golfers.

What Is OGATOUR.org?
OGATOUR.org is an Internet website which
brings together tour golfers and local event administrators,
to present a comprehensive, reliable and trusted developmental program for aspiring open scratch/pro golfers.

Who Is OGATOUR.org?
OGATOUR.org is owned and administered by the No EXemptions Tour, Inc.
Its golf operations have expanded from its initial Activity, the Moonlight Golf Tour (MGT). Two new associated
Activities have established their operations;
the Heart Of Florida Tour (HFL)
HFL is owned and operated by Mr. Craig Isabel and the Midway Series (MID) owned by the No EXemptions Tour,
NEXT! which owns and operates OGATOUR.org and conducts all Level2 events.
MGT and NEXT! are owned and operated by Frank and Mary Magee. Publinx Open Golf Championships (PUB)
is an opportunity for working class players to form their own groups at local clubs and be included and supported
by the Open Golf America at OGATOUR.org program.

Where Is OGATOUR.org?
OGATOUR.org will serve associated Local Activities
in the Americas wherever there are golfers in need of open/pro scratch competition and a golf club or
administration which can conduct fairly profitable events. Currently, all associated Activities operate in central
Florida.

When Are OGATOUR.org Associated Activity Events?
Currently OGATOUR.org Activities altogether offer events most days of the week. Both 1-day, and multi-day
events may be scheduled. Where two or more Activities operate in close geographic proximity these Activities are
coordinated to not schedule on the same dates.
The master Schedule of events showing all of the individual Activities schedules
is posted on the main menu of OGATOUR.org

How Do Players Register Or Learn More About OGATOUR.org?
The best way to register for events is for the player to call the
respective Activity or Tour? On the main menu of OGATOUR.org, select OGA Member activity associated with the
event of interest. Then phone that Activity/Tour Director.
Contact the No EXemptions Tour, Inc. OPEN GOLF AMERICA program director at
Phone (727)

393-8531 or Email FrankMagee@OGATOUR.org

